EDITOR'S NOTE.—Mr. Farmer has resigned from the Tech board, owing to pressure of work.

GREETINGS.

December snow has come again,
With white ye world is claude,
And once again with Hule Tide Cheer
All hearts are now made glad.
Each man of Tech do the bim bame,—
'Tis scartelce necessarie
That we should stay to one and all
May Christmas Time be merrie.

E announce with pleasure in another paragraph a new feature of The Tech; a series of dramatic notices which will begin in our next issue. We are anticipating through the co-operation of President Pritchett, who has proffered his aid, other new features which will add greatly to the interest and value of the paper.

T is with satisfaction that we note that the custom started by the Class of '98 in their Senior year, of cheering the old year out, on the last day of the year, is to be held to the present Senior Class. We have at the Institute all too little of this sort of thing, and each opportunity which presents itself should be made much of. We understand that the advance applications for tickets to Music Hall for Tuesday night have reached a large number. If these applications "materialize" there should be a very representative body of the class to cheer the old year out, after the performance. As many as possible should come out.

ONE feature of our student life strikingly brought out by President Pritchett's circular letter to the members of the Institute is the enthusiastic interest our men take in the theatre. Of all the fine arts, the drama seems to appeal to them most strongly and naturally; no matter how distracted a man may be by his college work, he finds time pretty frequently to refresh his mind at some entertaining play. In recognition of this commendable interest the President intends, shortly after the holidays, to secure from some distinguished actor a talk to the men on the habit of theatre-going, and